
Dictionary structure



Points for discussion

• Structure of a dictionary
•Entry of a dictionary and its structure
•Problems of words choice
•Problems of selecting a dictionary



Levels of structure

•Framing structure
•Macrostructure
•Microstructure
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Table of contents

contains the main sections
as enumerated in the picture



Preface

• the purpose of the dictionary

• the intended user-group

• the data that the dictionary is based on and the limitations
following from it

• modifications of earlier editions



Instructions

• the macrostructure
• the principles of lemmatization and the selection

of lemmas
• the microstructure and each of its components



Grammatical information

• an entire grammar
• restricted to a set of inflection paradigms



Appendices

•Maps
•Transliteration table
•Conversion table









Appendices

Abbreviations (standardized categorizations that repeat
themselves in thousands of entries need not and should
not be spelt out in full, but be abbreviated)

- short forms

- labels



Abbreviations

Short forms:
sth, sb, E-east, W-west
adj, adv, n, phr v, prep, pron, v



Abbreviations

Labels:

• words which are used mainly or only in one region or
country: Am E, Br E, Can E, Ind E

• words which are used in English but they are still
borrowings for they are not completely assimilated: 
French, Latin, Greek



Abbreviations

Labels:
• words which are used in a particular situation, or

show a particular attitude: formal, informal, 
humorous
• of particular context: biblical, old-fashioned, old

use, taboo, medical, technical



Symbols

• || – separates pronunciation in Britain and in
USA: [' klα:s] || [klæs] 
• ' – main stress
•► – stress shift
• [ ] – transcription of the headword



Symbols

• ~ to substitute for a headword or initial form of a 
word in compounds, e.g. 

- sleeping: ~ bag, ~ car, ~ pill
• ◊ rhomb(us) is used for idioms or phraseological

units



Grammar codes

• [C] – countable
• [U] – uncountable
• [always+adv/prep] shows that a verb must be 

followed by an adverb or a preposition: She went
upstairs|Robert put the letter in his briefcase.



Other components

• index an alphabetical list of expressions of a 
certain category, each provided with a reference
either to a page number or to a dictionary article
• encyclopedic subsections



Macrostructure of  a dictionary

The macrostructure of a list of entries
is the principle of their order.



Nesting
serves to assemble word families:
• erst first
erstklassig first-rate
erstrangig of first importance
• erstarken grow strong
• erstarren stiffen



Dictionary entry

• The Word 

• The Pronunciation



Pronunciation
Spellings AHD

pat ă 
deed, milled d 
secondary stress ’
about, item, edible, gallop, circus ə
tight, stopped t
pit ĭ 
valve v



Pronunciation
Spelling IPA

primary stressed syllable ˈ

apple, can, hat æ 

do, ladder, bed d

it, big, finishes ’ 

about, item, edible, gallop, circus I 

top, better, cat t 

very, seven, love v



IPA

The International Phonetic Alphabet





The Part of Speech

•Adjective - adj. 
•Adverb - adv. 
•Conjunction - conj. 
• Interjection - injer. 

•Noun - n. 
•Preposition - prep. 
•Pronoun - pron. 
•Verb - v



Dictionary entry

The Conjugation



Dictionary entry

Definition

• multiple definitions are numbered

• the definitions are grouped according to the part of
speech they apply to

• the definitions tend to be ordered according to their use
or prevalence



Dictionary entry
The Part of Speech Variations

lu’di∙crous∙ly adv. –lu’di∙crous∙ness n. 
Note: - each variation is introduced by a dash

- the stress and syllable marks are included

- variations do not have their own entries



Dictionary entry
Additional Possibilities - The Word’s Origins

Sergeant - [< L servus, slave.]  (The Concise American
Heritage Dictionary (1997, p.638))



Dictionary entry

Additional Possibilities - Multiple Entries
Poser1 - (pōz ər) n. One who poses. (1885)
Poser2 - (pōz ər) n. A baffling question. (1580)
(The Concise American Heritage Dictionary (1997, 
p.550))



Dictionary entry

Additional Possibilities - Level of Formality

formal, informal, slang, archaic, rare, regional



Dictionary entry

Additional Possibilities - Field of Relevance
Card 
- INFORMATION - MONEY 

- GREETINGS - GAMES 

- COMPUTER - BUSINESS



Dictionary entry



The New Oxford American 
Dictionary



Dictionary entry



The American Heritage 
Dictionary



The American Heritage Dictionary



Dictionary.com





Cambridge advanced learner’s 
dictionary on CD-ROM (2nd Ed., 2005)



Collins Cobuild advanced learner’s English 
dictionary on CD-ROM (5th Ed., 2006)



Longman dictionary of  contemporary English, writing 
assistant edition CD-ROM (Updated 4th Ed., 2005)



Macmillan English dictionary for advanced 
learners on CD-ROM (2nd Ed., 2007)



Oxford advanced learner’s compass 
(7th Ed., 2005)





Dictionary entry





Reference structure

• inside the article
•between articles



Reference structure

• to one of the main sections
•out of the dictionary



Problems of lexicography

• the selection of headwords
• the vocabulary entry arrangement/contents
• the principles of sense definitions
• the semantic and functional classification of words



Problems of dictionary selecting

• for what purpose you are in search of a dictionary
•merits and drawbacks of any dictionary
• 3 main factors should be taken into consideration

such as: date of publication, dedication and
editorial team



Social functions of dictionaries
• Informative - reflects the shortest way that is through

notations to acquire knowledge

• Communicative - gives readers the necessary words of
native and foreign languages

• Nominative - is used to nominate objects. Dictionaries
acquire greater and greater role in storing and
transforming information. 


